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Context                                                                                                    
• I run a small but mighty organisation called 

OtherWise Education – under this umbrella, we 
work with groups of schools on projects that 
develop creative expression, collaboration and 
pupil wellbeing. One of our larger projects is the 
Poetry Retreat. We work with children and 
teachers from 4 or 5 schools, and we take the 
group for a four-day writing residential, co-
facilitated by me and a poet named Adisa.  

• As the project has developed, we have recognised the impact that making time 
for organic and authentic talk has upon the pupils; it gives them fuel for their 
writing, but more than that, it engenders deep reflection which supports them 
more generally.  

• The context of this specific activity is our recognition that children’s and 
teachers’ exposure to poetry is often quite limited – echoing the research of 
Cremin et al (2014). The National Literacy Trust’s publication ‘A thing that 
makes me happy: children, young people and poetry in 2018’ also provides an 
interesting research context: they found that children entitled to free school 
meals consistently report a slightly higher level of engagement with poetry than 
those who do not. 

• We recognised that in our position running a four-day writing retreat for 
children and teachers, we were uniquely well-placed to also invite participants 
to encounter a depth and breadth of poets that they may not have previously 
encountered. As such, in our November 2019 retreats, we adapted our 
approach to allow for focused sharing of poetry as a prompt to ‘deep meaning 
conversation’ across the week. 

 

OU Research inspiration and rationale 
Our work linked to the TaRs findings, in particular the insights that in order to foster RfP 
effectively, teachers need to develop:  

1. Considerable knowledge of children’s literature and other texts 
2. Knowledge of children’s reading practices 

      3. A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes: 
• Reading aloud 

 
(Cremin et al., 2014) 

 



 

 
 

Aims  
Our project then, in this particular element of it, sought to seize on the writing-focused 
context to nonetheless deepen children’s familiarity with and enjoyment of a range of 
poetic forms and writers, through reading. Doing so invited reflection on children’s 
reading practices, including a survey to uncover pupils’ and teachers’ initial perceptions 
of poetry, and their practices of consumption. Our case study here focuses specifically on 
the impact of pupils selecting poems from anthologies and short collections to read aloud 
with the group – this practice of deeply social and interactive reading had clear benefits 
for pupils as readers and subsequently as writers. 

Outline 
The majority of our time on the poetry retreats was spent out and about in the New 
Forest, doing outdoor writing. Some of this involved generating whole poems whilst we 
were out, and some of this involved generating notes, ideas and fragments which we 
could later edit and craft into something new. 

 

All of the experiences detailed here took place in the lounge of a youth hostel, which 
made for an interesting learning environment in and of itself. The fairly small room was 
full of sofas and chairs, and the whole group (30 children and 6 adults) all squeezed in 
together quite cosily. This is mentioned since I do think it significant that there was not a 
classroom vibe here. The more relaxed physical layout, in my opinion at least, was 
instrumental in engendering the spirit of openness and exchange that characterised our 
social reading of poetry, both of our own writing and that from anthologies. 



 

 
 

 

These sessions took place in the morning after breakfast for around an hour, before 
dinner for around an hour and in the evenings before bed, for about an hour. Practices 
of reading and writing were intertwined, with pupils genuinely being able to contribute 
in which way they pleased – some children tuned in as readers and listeners, then got 
inspired to write, so did so; some engaged primarily as consumers of poetry, and chose 
to write in the privacy of their rooms later; some engaged primarily as writers, using the 
creative exchange of poetry around them as ‘white noise’.  

Adisa and I had selected a theme 
of food as a talking point and 
inspiration for the week. Whilst 
this may seem a bit random, in 
the context of our New Forest 
visit, it is a consequence of the 
intuitive knowledge we have 
picked up from running the 
retreats in previous years. Last 
year, when we took our young 
East London writers to the South 
Downs, we noted that their real 
exchanges with each other often 
happened when they became 
animated talking about cultural 
difference and similarity. For 
example, a Nigerian boy from one 
school started a tongue-in-cheek 
argument with a Ghanaian girl 
from another school about whose 
country made the best dishes. 
This topic then enabled all of the 



 

 
 

children in my group to contribute and share about food, but also about family life and 
thus about themselves.  

 

Knowing this, and seeing food listed as a suggested topic in Michael Rosen’s ‘Did I Hear 
You Write?’, impelled us to try to centre discussion on this more concretely. I had 
brought along the recently published ‘Midnight Feasts’, a contemporary anthology 
edited by AF Harrold with illustration by Katie Riddell, and ‘Pumpkin Grumpkin’, a 
nonsense poetry collection curated by Grace Nichols and Jon Agard, with illustration by 
Satoshi Kitamura. Adisa brought an anthology called ‘Masala: Poems from India, 
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka’, collected by Debjani Chatterjee, and also shared 
food poems from his own collection ‘Lip Hopping with the Fundi Fu’. 

We settled on quite a coherent undergirding structure, though it felt – we hope – quite 
seamless. All of the elements are ‘whole-group’ and this was important – as well as any 
reading and writing outcomes, this kind of activity is what brought the group together. 



 

 
 

 

1) Adisa and I shared anecdotes and stories relating to food from our own lives 
2) Children and teachers began sharing their own stories and anecdotes – at this 

point many began jotting down ideas for poems stemming from these 
anecdotes and thoughts 

3) Sharing of food poems from Midnight Feasts, Pumpkin Grumpkin, Masala and 
Lip Hopping with the Fundi Fu – children and adults browsing the books before 
settling on poems to read aloud to the group 

4) Sharing of our own poetry about food, as work in progress or completed pieces 
5) Individual writing with social editing 
6) Finally, an opportunity for children, teachers, Adisa and I to share our own food 

poetry, influenced by anecdotal storytelling and the poems we had shared from 
the anthologies. 

Impact 
The most immediate impact was quite intangible: there was a brilliant vibe in the room 
during these sessions, as if there was an unspoken recognition that what we were doing 
was good. The interplay between the children’s reading of poems by published authors 
and their sharing of anecdotes was fascinating and generative of great ideas and 
conversation. Occasionally, the particular food in the poem inspired more thinking, and 
sometimes it was the form that was used – Imtiaz Dharker’s ‘Such a perfect bowl of 
yoghurt’ led to discussions about foods which they preferred just plain, but also led 
other pupils to write, emulating Dharker’s verse structure. There was pleasure in hearing 
the readings, and then the unpredictable responses that each poem would bring up 
from the children and adults. 



 

 
 

 

Whilst there are many reasons 
children are chosen to take part, 
several tend to be selected for our 
retreats primarily out of a school’s 
belief that they would benefit 
particularly from the nurture and 
pastoral elements of the retreat.  As 
a result, we do have a very wide 
range of confidence and competence 
with reading and writing; this is not a 
‘Greater Depth’ project, or anything 
like that. What was interesting was 
that this particular approach to 
shared reading acted as a ‘leveller’ – 
children were able to share poems 
that they felt confident to read aloud, 
and then were able to write 
meaningful poetry in a form and 
style, and with a linguistic complexity 
that they felt comfortable with.  

Students with a less strong grasp of 
language have, in previous retreats, 
been dependent on scaffold from 
myself and Adisa. As a result, the 
poetry that the children submit for 
our anthology at the end of the week 

had previously – sometimes – been quite uniform. Our new framing empowered them 
to write with honesty and authenticity about their own experiences, and as such, led to 
more complexity and range. 

 



 

 
 

 

Midnight Feasts was particularly brilliant as a collection for our group, the majority of 
whom are from BAME backgrounds, and are as such gravely underrepresented still in 
children’s literature. For pupils to hear poetry that spoke of kitchens, meals and dinner 
tables like their own was empowering in and of itself. Because the anthology is so broad, 
and has contributions from poets with a range of styles and backgrounds, there was no 
sense of tokenism in this either. Whilst some of the children whose families come from 
India may have been able to connect to poems about jelabi, others may have found Kat 
François’ poem more relatable, about eating Victoria sponge cake (among other things) 
in the bath. They could bring their real lives to their interpretation as a reader. 

A key impact was that children spent a long time hearing the words of a broad range of 
contemporary poets. Whilst no food poetry collection would be complete without the 
immortal chocolate cake of Michael Rosen, many other poets found a new fanbase 
among the 9- and 10-year olds – AF Harrold, Imtiaz Dharker, Matt Harvey, John Siddique, 
Salena Godden and Sabrina Mahfouz all went down particularly well with the groups this 
year.  

Most significantly, in the context of these activities forming part of our poetry retreat, 
this process led to many children and their teachers being able to write some stunning 
poetry about food. Food, it quickly and implicitly became clear, was a proxy to talk about 
life and about family. Children and adults alike were able to consider food which 
reminded them of lost family members, or cherished memories of previous experiences. 
On one of the retreats, several of the children had had profoundly sad early life 
experiences, and the framing of this activity allowed them to reflect upon, process and 
then write about such things in a way that they felt in control of.  



 

 
 

 

Children created some fascinating poetry, ringing with originality and authenticity. What 
was particularly notable, especially in comparison to previous retreats, was the extent to 
which teachers opened up with their pupils and shared about their own lives. One 
teacher, for example, shared about the significance of steak, as it was the last meal she 
shared with her father before he passed away – the children’s response was sensitive, 
and they understood that they too were able to inject real emotion and experience into 
their writing. Another teacher who took part – Sam Creighton, a familiar name in 
bookish edutwitter – shared the significance of food to Jewishness, and his own 
relationship with faith. Again, such a willingness to be fully human with the children – to 
step outside of just fulfilling a teacher persona – empowered the children to be similarly 
‘real’ in their responses. An assortment of their writing is below. 

CHILDREN’S POETRY FROM THE NOVEMBER 2019 RETREATS WITH NEWHAM SCHOOLS 

Elmhurst, Nelson, Gallions, Vicarage, Keir Hardie, Star, Holy Trinity (Gravesend) 



 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

SAM CREIGHTON’S POEM (Teacher at Elmhurst Primary School) 

 

 

 

Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on 
practice 
Giving over more time to reading poetry in our retreat, as opposed to solely writing, 
proved hugely beneficial. The children developed a much more refined sense of 
themselves as poets, and I think this was heavily supported by being able to explore 
structure and form in our social reading communities in the lounge. Whilst children’s 
memories of the visit are primarily those of being outdoors exploring and hiking around 
the forest, they recognise too that the better writing they created came about in our 
cosy little writing sessions back at the hostel. 

I have been engaging with the Teachers as Writers research a lot this year, alongside RfP 
Teachers as Readers work on developing teachers’ subject knowledge and knowledge of 



 

 
 

children’s reading practices. Being able to encourage teachers to develop their own 
selves as readers and writers, and to focus on this more resolutely, changed the feeling 
of the retreats. It felt less like a school trip and more like an actual retreat, once the 
teachers were able to see that suspending their teacherly role – to a sensible extent – 
engendered a different learning culture for the whole group. 

In an attempt to quantify the impact of our retreats, this year we began collecting 
qualitative feedback from pupils before the visit and at the end of it, to see the impact. 
We also conducted the questions of the Good Childhood Index. Whilst I haven’t yet 
analysed this mountainous source of information in depth, initial analysis shows a 
marked difference in the way that children see themselves as poets, and a much more 
refined sense of what poetry is. Echoing the findings of the National Literacy Trust 
survey in 2018, before the visit most children saw poetry as analogous with rhyming – 
weaning the children from rhyme and onto authenticity (which may or may not rhyme) 
was an integral part of our process. This was achieved through writing workshops, but 
also by showcasing the writing of poets and hearing free verse and other forms of poetry 
that do not necessarily have a familiar pulsing rhythm or rhyme pattern.  

As Adisa and I look at running more retreats in future, and with a desire to work with 
more schools across more settings, we are pleased to have such crystallised thinking 
now when it comes to the way reading and writing can interweave themselves in our 
poetry retreats.  

 


